In this paper we obtain a full asymptotic expansion of the archimedean contribution to the Li coefficients λ F (−n) (n is a positive integer) attached to a function F in the certain class S of functions containing the Selberg class S and ( We also deduce asymptotic behaviors of λ F (−n), as n → +∞ equivalent to Generalized Riemann Hypothesis (GRH) true and GRH false for F ∈ S .
Introduction
A new positivity criterion for the Riemann hypothesis (RH), proved by X.-J. Li in 1997 [10] states that positivity of the set of coefficients
n is necessary and sufficient condition for the Riemann hypothesis. Here, the sum is taken over all nontrivial zeros of the Riemann zeta function, counted with multiplicities, and * indicates that the sum is taken in the sense of the limit as | Im ρ| → ∞.
E. Bombieri and J.C. Lagarias [4] observed that the Li criterion can be formulated for a general multiset of complex numbers and obtained an arithmetic expression for Li's coefficients λ n in the form λ n = S ∞ (n) − S NA (n) + 1, (1) where S ∞ denotes a contribution from archimedean places (Γ -factors) and S NA is a contribution of finite (non-archimedean) places.
Actually, by an asymptotic criterion for the RH, proved by A. Voros [23] , it is sufficient to investigate behavior of constants λ n , as n → ∞. Voros has proved that RH true is equivalent to growth of λ n to +∞, as 1 2 n log n, as n → ∞, while RH false is equivalent to non-tempered oscillations of λ n as n → ∞.
In [9] , J.C. Lagarias has obtained an arithmetic expression for the generalized Li coefficients λ n (π ) In this paper we investigate the asymptotic behavior of generalized Li coefficients λ F (n) associated to functions F (s) in the class S ⊇ S (defined below), as n → ±∞. Actually, since λ F (−n) = λ F (n) (see [21, Proof of Theorem 4.1]), it is sufficient to describe the asymptotic behavior of λ F (−n), as n → +∞, as we will do in the sequel. Firstly, we express the coefficient λ F (−n), for a positive integer n as the sum λ F (−n) = S ∞ (n, F ) + S NA (n, F ), (2) analogous to (1) , where S ∞ (n, F ) denotes the archimedean contribution and S NA (n, F ) is a contribution from the finite terms, both defined in Section 2. Then, we obtain a full asymptotic expansion of
2k n
for an arbitrary K ∈ N, as n → +∞. Here, C F is a constant defined below, B 2k are Bernoulli numbers, d F is the degree, m F is the polar order and ξ F is the ξ invariant of F . This result improves [9, Theorem 5.1]. As a direct consequence of the above representation of S ∞ (n, F ) we also obtain a new interpretation of the ξ invariant of F .
Furthermore, we prove that the asymptotic behavior
is equivalent to GRH true for F (s). By the example provided by J. Kaczorowski (see [14, pp. 27-28] ), functions in F ∈ S need not satisfy the Ramanujan hypothesis, hence, some functions in F ∈ S might have non-trivial zeros off the critical line Re s = 1/2. Therefore, it is of interest to deduce an asymptotic behavior of λ F (n) equivalent to GRH false. In Theorem 3.4 we show that GRH false for F ∈ S is equivalent to oscillation of λ F (−n) as n → +∞ with exponentially growing amplitude.
An asymptotic behavior of λ F (n) equivalent to GRH true for F (s) is obtained in [13, Theorem 3 .1], for F ∈ S, by the methods similar to the methods of J.C. Lagarias [9] . Results obtained in this paper improve results of [13] in several aspects. Firstly, the class S considered in this paper is larger than S and contains unconditionally the class of all automorphic L-functions considered in [9] . Secondly, our approach to the estimation of the archimedean contribution to the nth Li coefficient is completely different from the one used in [13] and [9] and the results obtained are much stronger. Furthermore, we deduce an asymptotic criterion equivalent to GRH false, a case that might appear in our setting.
In the last section, it is shown that the automorphic L-functions attached to irreducible unitary cuspidal representations of GL N (Q) unconditionally belong to the class S and the obtained results are applied to prove a refined version of the hypothesis of Lagarias posed in [9, Remark on p. 1721].
Preliminaries

The Selberg class of functions
The Selberg class of functions S, introduced by A. Selberg in [16] , is a general class of Dirichlet series F satisfying the following properties:
(i) (Dirichlet series) F posses a Dirichlet series representation 
is also an invariant (see [14, p. 43 
where b F (n) = 0, for all n = p m with m 1 and p prime, and b F (n) n θ , for some θ < 
Let us note that (iii ) implies that Re(λ j + μ j ) > 0. Proof. The condition (iii ) is obviously weaker than (iii), so it suffices to prove that, for F ∈ S the series log 
lie in the critical strip 0 Re s 1. Those are non-trivial zeros of F . We will denote the set of nontrivial zeros of F by Z (F ).
In order to obtain an approximation formula for the growth of the logarithmic derivative of the function F ∈ S we will need the representation of
given by the following proposition.
holds true for all z ∈ C different from zeros and a possible pole of F . 
in the way described in [3] . Here, G is a test function satisfying conditions of [21, Theorem 3.4] and 
for all z / ∈ Z (F ). Eq. (5) 
where the sum is taken over all non-trivial zeros ρ = β + iγ of F such that |T − γ | 1.
the representation (5) yields that
We put z = 2 + iT and subtract to get
uniformly in −1 σ 2.
On the other hand, (5) and (8) 
This implies that
From the estimate
. This, together with (12) and (9) completes the proof. 2
Generalized Li coefficients
The generalized Li coefficient λ F (n) for the function F ∈ S and a non-zero integer n is defined as
In [21, Theorem 4.1], using the representation (7) and the fact that the function ξ F (s) is an entire function of order one, it is shown that coefficients λ F (n) are well defined for any function F ∈ S satisfying condition (v ) such that 0 / ∈ Z (F ) and all non-zero integers n. Furthermore, an analogue of the Li criterion, stating that GRH is equivalent to the non-negativity of the set of numbers Re λ F (n) for n ∈ N is proved in [21, Theorem 4.3] . (Let us note that the symmetry ρ
Since the representation (7) holds true for all F ∈ S and all z / ∈ Z (F ), we immediately conclude that the generalized Li coefficient λ F (n) is well defined for any F ∈ S and all non-zero integers n. Also, GRH for F ∈ S is equivalent to the condition Re λ F (n) 0 for all n ∈ N.
In [21, Appendix A] it is also proved that λ F (−n) = λ 2,F (n), for n ∈ N, where the coefficients λ 2,F (n) are coefficients appearing in the Taylor series expansion
The assumption 0 / ∈ Z (F ) together with the functional equation axiom implies that s = 1 is not a zero of ξ F , hence there exists some positive number δ 1 such that
) is holomorphic inside the closed disc |s| δ 1 .
We need the following strengthening of [21, Theorem 6.1].
Theorem 2.4. Let F ∈ S be a function such that
where From the above theorem, we see that for n ∈ N, the Li coefficient (14) can be written as (2), where
is the archimedean contribution and
is the finite (non-archimedean) term.
It is easy to see that 
Therefore, the archimedean contribution to the Li coefficient λ F (−n), n ∈ N can be written as
where
and
Results
In this section we will prove two theorems on asymptotic behavior of archimedean and finite contribution to the nth Li coefficient λ F (−n) (n ∈ N), for F ∈ S and relate them to GRH. The last theorem derives an asymptotic behavior of λ F (−n), n ∈ N, under assumption that GRH is not true. As noticed in the Introduction, the last theorem is of interest, since the class S might contain functions violating GRH. 
An asymptotic expansion of the archimedean contribution
as n → +∞, where
λ j log λ j and B 2k are Bernoulli numbers.
Proof.
A simple calculus of residues argument implies that the sum S 2∞ (n, F ), defined by Eq. (16) can be represented as
and C is the rectangle with vertices 
Since a double pole of f j (s) at s = 1 arises from a pole of functions ζ(s, λ j + μ j + 1) and Γ (s − n)
at s = 1, we need to expand factors of f j (s) in the Laurent (or Taylor) series around s = 1. For a fixed w, Re w > 0, the function ζ(s, w) in the complex plane has only one simple pole s = 1 with the residue 1 and a finite part at a pole equal to − Γ Γ (w) (see, e.g. [24] or [25, Section 3.6] ). Therefore, we may express ζ(s, λ j + μ j + 1) as
for some constant a 1 . Furthermore, it is easy to see that
In order to expand gamma functions, we will make use of the Hadamard product representation of the entire function
where w ∈ C is distinct form zero and negative integers and γ denotes the Euler constant. From (20) it is easy to see that 1 wΓ (w)
Therefore,
as w → 0. This implies that
Since, for a positive integer m one has
as w → 0, from (22) and the functional equation for the gamma function, by induction in n (n ∈ N) it is easy to see that
as s → 1, for all n ∈ N. Finally, from (21) one gets
as s → 1. Multiplying the above expression with expansions (18), (19) and (23) we obtain that
Since s = 0 is a simple pole, one has
by [25, Section 3.6] .
Let us now estimate the integral on the right-hand side of (17) . Firstly,
as n → +∞, for all j = 1, . . . , r. Now, by the reflection formula and the functional equation for the gamma function one has
as n → +∞, by the Stirling formula [1, Formula 6.1.37]. From (26) and (27) we see that the error term in (17) is O F ,K (n −2K ), hence (24) and (25) imply
On the other hand,
by the condition (iii ), hence
Stirling's formula [1, Formula 6.3.18] for the digamma function
as n → +∞ completes the proof. 2
Remark 3.2. The above theorem shows that the sum
is the constant term in the asymptotic expansion of the archimedean contribution to the nth Li coefficient in terms of n as n → ∞. This represents a new interpretation of the ξ invariant (3).
An asymptotic behavior of λ F (−n) equivalent to GRH true
For an arbitrary T > 1 and a function F ∈ S with 0 / ∈ Z (F ) define for non-zero integer n the nth incomplete Li The following theorem strengthens results of [13] and [9] . 
for all positive integers n, where
Proof. We will give a sketch of the proof, since it closely follows the lines of the proof of 
for the distribution of zeros of F ∈ S , where c F is a constant dependent only upon F , obtained in [21, Lemma 5.1] to conclude that the statement holds true. 2
An asymptotic behavior of λ F (−n) equivalent to GRH false
We conclude this section with the following theorem, that proves that GRH false for F ∈ S is equivalent to exponential growth of |λ F (−n)| for infinitely many n ∈ N. 
for infinitely many n ∈ N. 
inside the unit disc. Furthermore, representation (7) implies that, for a function F ∈ S , such that 0 / ∈ Z (F ) one has
where the sum on the right-hand side is taken over all zeros ρ of ξ F . Now, it is easy to conclude that, if ρ = 1/2 − iη is a zero of ξ F with arg η ∈ (0, π) and order equal to ord ρ, then s = η−i/2 η+i/2 is a simple pole of f with residue equal to ord ρ. On the other hand, from (13) , by the Cauchy integral formula we conclude that
where δ 1 is a small, positive number such that f (s) is holomorphic inside the closed disc |s| δ 1 and the circle is crossed counterclockwise.
Let 1 > > 0 be a small number such that f has no poles on the circle |s| = 1 − and such that |
Since imaginary parts of zeros of ξ F (equal to (−α) in our notation) tend to infinity, and β ∈ (0, 1/2] we conclude that f (s) may have only finitely many poles in the disc |s| < 1 − . We will denote those poles by
and by w, ρ 1 , . . . , ρ k( ) the corresponding zeros of ξ F in the half-plane Re s > 1/2. (Let us note here that k( ) may be equal to zero, in which case the sum over j below is equal to zero.) By the calculus of residues and (31) one gets
Now, it is easy to conclude that the integral on the right-hand side of the above equation is
as n → +∞.
e n log A , for infinitely many positive integers n, and the proof is com-
Since the Riemann zeta function belongs to the Selberg class, and, hence to the class S , the above theorem represents a generalization of the result obtained by A. Voros [23, Section 3.1 on p. 57] on asymptotic behavior of coefficients (1) equivalent to RH false.
An application to automorphic L-functions
In this section, we show that our approach to investigation of the asymptotic behavior of the non- When N = 1 and π is trivial, F π (s) = L(s, π) reduces to the Riemann zeta function, hence satisfies the axiom (ii) with m F = 1. When N = 1 or π is not trivial, the function F π (s) also satisfies the axiom (ii), since Jacquet and Shalika [6, 7] have proved that it is has an analytic continuation to the complex plane and the result of Gelbart and Shahidi [5] (in the more general setting of RankinSelberg L-functions) implies that the complete function Λ(s, π), defined below is a holomorphic function of order one. In this case, m F = 0.
It is left to prove that F π (s) satisfies (iii ).
In the series of papers [17] [18] [19] [20] ) and the parameters κ j satisfy the inequality Re κ j > −1/2, as proved by Rudnick and Sarnak in [15] . Remark 4.2. The above corollary shows that S ∞ (n, π) has a full asymptotic expansion in terms of n −k (k-odd) as predicted by Lagarias [9, Remark on p. 1721], based on the computational evidence of Maslanka [11] . However, the hypothesis that the constant term and the terms with negative degrees are likely to depend upon archimedean parameters κ j (π ) is partially true, since only the constant term depends on the sum of κ j (π ) while the terms with negative degrees depend only upon N. 
